CONTEMPORARY NOVEL	f»
members    The language of the novel is permeated
by echoes of the Authorised Version of the Bible
&ioicmm s Room    1656    Go
This is a tragic story of a young American who
fears his homosexual predilections and hideously
rums the lives of his Italian lover and of his own
fiancee
Another Country    1962    Co
The novel is centred on the lives of a mixed
-acial group of Greenwich \illage artiste and rn
tellectuals The brutality of New York life is
reflected in the crude and obscene language the
characters use so casually At the end of the
novel five of its central figures are as the title
suggests on the verge of a new thouji not
necessarily easy life after their difficult and often
bitter quest for love and self knowledge
Tell Me Eotj Long the Train s Been Gone  1&6S Co
A star Negro actor looks back on a life domina
ted by fear and conclude that for the majority
of BlicL Americans violence offers the only road
to freedom Thii is a disappointing novel when
compared with Baldwin s earlier ones for it is
less objective and theiefore less powerful than
they It is nevertheless an important expres
eion of the growing bitterness of Clack 4anencins
and constitutes a vehement denunciation of the
behaviour of the W lute commumf>
In each of these novels Baldwin uses a mixture
of straightforward narrative and     flash back
techniques.
Samuel Beckett (b 1006)    See also Section I
Beckett was awarded a Nobel prize m 1960
The form of his novels has, been influenced by the
work of his friend Joyce ind also and more
particularly by his study of ptoubu 4n erudite
man Beckett delights to enrich his work with
subtle allusions to the writings of other authors,
and those to whom he most often refers include
St Augustine and Dante Belacqua the hero of
his first stories who is often mentioned m the later
novels is a character from the fourth canto of
Dante s II Purgalono (P)
Since Beckett s work" becomes progressively
more difficult and his later novels contain many
references to his earlier ones readers are advised
to begin with the short stories More Pricks Than
JEidcs 1934 and Murphy 1938 (0) Beckett now
writes hi French recreating his works in English
He is said to prefer French because that language is
the more precise This search for precision relates
to one of the central themes of his novels the agon
ising inadequacy of words to express the truth of
the human condition and links Beckett s work
with that of other major twentieth-century
writers like Kafka and lonesco and the philoso
pher Wittgenstein All Beckett s heroes are
driven to feel that they can only tell lies and they
long to achieve the silence of truth but Since
truth always eludes them they continue to tell
their stories— One must go on —in the vain
hope that they may at last speak the truth and so
be released from the tyranny of words
Beckett is a supreme exponent of the themes of
isolation and bewilderment imprisonment and
suffering that are to be found m the work of so
many contemporary writers and of artists like
Francis Bacon Poetic m structure and use of
language lus latest novels haunt the readers
imagination. Bach is the monologue of a crippled
old man imprisoned m a terrifying incompre-
hensible world where life seems a grotesque
bitter farce directed by an elusive tyrant Yet
ban-owing as they are these novels have their
positive side and their bizarre humour has led one
critic to call them supremely entertaining
Beckett 9 heroes have the tragic gaiety of clowns
and, although as prisoners are said to they fear
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to achieve their longed for freedom   ther never
abandon their quest for it
Walt    1953    C
This transitional work is the last mnel Beckett
wrote in English and was composed between
1942-4 when he was m h ding as a member of
the French Eesistance
Sam a patient in a mental hospital tells the
story of his fellow inmate Watt who has been a
servant to the mysterious Mr Knott "Watts
purpose in going to Knott s house is expressed in
terms of a religious quest but while he was there
he discovered the impossibility of possessing an>
certain knowledge The novel is comic in tone
and its style recalls Sterne s Tnsifam Shandy
The Trilogy—Molloy Eng pub 1955 J&attone
Vies Eng pub ifloG (P) The Unnamablf
Eng pub 1908
In the first part of Molloy the bedridden speaker
recounts his compulsive futile quest for bw
mother in the second the tyrant "ioudi sends a
messenger Gaber to one Moran ordering him to
go and look for Molloy 1 oudi 8 name derived
from the Arabic Yahudi (of Yahweh) is a
French colloquialism for Jew Gaber sug
gests Gabriel Moran doubts loudis exist
ence but fears to disobej the order He faite to
discover Molloy Molloy and Moran probably
represent \spects of the same personality
In Mallone Dies the bedridden Molloy Moran
MaJlone awaits death telling stones about
other personifications of himself
The harrowing Tlie Un,wm<A1e continues the
hero s fruitless search for some understanding of
his own identity
Bon 11 Is    1964
Arranged in short passages of unpunctuated
prose poetry this extraordinary work has the
effect of nightmare delirium The speaker who
is at first anonymous is it seems in the throes of a
mortal illness and imagines himself naked, dumb
crawling through mud with a sack of tinned fish
suspended from his neck until he meets another
Pun m a similar condition He tortures Pun
until the latter speaks By now the narrator has
a name Bom Pirn deserts Bom who posing the
idea of life as a circle or procession of torturers
and victims awaits his own torturer
Professor Kermode in Conlinuiltes has noted the
ritual quality of this novel s language and drawn
attention to the parallels between Beckett s
images and those of medieval allegory suggesting
that Bom s sack may be taken as a symbol of the
soul the burden and support of the body and that
Pirn may be interpreted as an image of Christ the
tortured \S ord Incarnate
Saul Bellow (b 1916}
Bellow is a leading American novelist and short
story writer Like Beckett 8 his characters
engage hi purgatorial quests but whereas
Beckett s seek answers to the questions Who am
I? What is truth? Bellow s ask rather What
makes a good life? For the heroes of Beckett s
tragic fables death is both sought as a release from
their quest and feared lest the apparant release it
offers prove an illusion For Bellow it is death
which above all else gives meaning to life and only
when his heroes face the physical reality of death
which they fear do they begin, to accept that death
of the self which will enable them to combine
individual freedom with social responsibility
Thus while Beckett s characters become increas
ingly Isolated In a sterile world Bellow's move
towards escaping from self absorption into an
awareness that the significance of life is to be found
m the ranks with other people ' and m selflesi

